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"They have been therapeutic and fun" - Wellbeing Pack Recipient
 

"My mental health has deteriorated recently and the packs really help"
- Wellbeing Pack Recipient

 
"I hope this reaches the right people because I want to say a massive

THANKS for the monthly wellbeing packs. I really look forward to
receiving it especially with the more recent ‘glossy’ appearance. It’s

like getting my own expensive glossy magazine delivered to my door. I
actually welled up when I got my Christmas card made by the local

child , if possible please pass on how happy it made me to the school . 
 My mental health has deteriorated recently and the packs really help.

Thanks to everyone involved" - Wellbeing Pack Recipient
 

I would like to say a big thank you for the latest half dozen wellbeing
packs you delivered to my door. Through Church and community roles

I have a fair bit of contact with elderly, isolated or needy people and
the positive comments I have received about your packs have been
amazing. Please keep up the good work and keep delivering to me.

many thanks, Susan - Holy Trinity Church Paulton
 
 

The volunteering came at a crucial time for me, right when I got stuck
indoors because of the lockdown. Most of my days were spent

wallowing in my room without a direction or human interaction and the
volunteering opportunity offered me a purpose, something to look

forward to each week. - Volunteer Delivering Monthly Packs





- 49 Feedback Forms Received by 26th November 2020

- Not all questions were always answered

- 25 Volunteers assisted with filling out feedback form if
required

- When asked 'What didn't you like about the packs?' only 6
responded with improvements.

- The main points were to increase font size 
(we now offer an A3 Print)
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Have the packs benefited you?

 26th November 2020



 
How have you used the pack(s)?

- Reading Columns

- Yes (x5)

- No

- Ok - Fine - Difficult to concentrate

- Shared some activities with husband who has

Alzheimer's. Exercises/word search

- I have not looked at No.5 as I have only just got back

from a few days away so I am commenting on no.4.

Kept all helpline + contact no.s handy. Read each

section

- Read them

- Does the quizes, seeds, etc

- Enjoyed reading articles, especially creative writing &

mindfulness acitvities

- I have used the packs to help me during the most

difficult times with my own mental health problems

- Making things



 
How have you used the pack(s)?

Yes

Daughter uses some of it

Not used

Quite likes

Recipe

Not used because of poor eyesight 

I did the plantingI have read through them but not

used much  

Colouring, planted seeds, tried paper cut-outs Yes

Loves it

Looked at them

With cooking

Enjoyed them 

Not yet

Used by wife who has dementia 

Mainly i liked doing the creative tasks but i also liked

the colouring and making paper mache boxes 

Yes

Yes



 
What aspects did you most 

like about the pack(s)?

- The facts

- Being able to make time for myself

- Pack of seeds included in last packs - enjoy

growing mange tout

- Everything

- Mask/Seeds/Exercises

- Activities

- Not sure

- So much variety, bound to be something for

everyone, or every mood. I really liked the

friendship theme as I have always been interested

in all aspects of friendship.

- Enjoyed cross word  (husband enjoyed it)

- Gives me something to do, quiz etc

- Reading Columns & Number Quiz



 
What aspects did you most 

like about the pack(s)?

Reading

Doesn't really want it

Quizzes Liked getting  Practical tasks to do like planting

The way it was laid out

 The creative activities 

Variety of items/topics included 

Quizzes and information

Puzzles/Recipes/Exercises/Planting

All of it 

All but i need new glasses 

Everything but difficulties with some reading and writing

 Recipes especially loaf

 Lovely idea I enjoyed the gardening and just getting

creative and there was always helpful info 

The exercises 

Family orientation



What didn’t you like?

Problems with reading and writing

Felt a couple of the items were a bit childish but could not

recall specific examples

Nothing/ All very good

Not good because of bad eyes 

Thinking tasks/Mindfulness tasks

There was nothing i didn't like  

The word based activities and the psychological tasks

Nothing

- No

-  No exercises, doing yoga

- Nothing really. Obviously some things appealed more than

others, but that's individual preference.

- No

- Craft, don't do craft

- Nothing

- All good, although a lot of content to get through

- There was nothing I did not like



What didn’t you like?

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing



How has receiving the
pack(s) benefited you?

- It has stimulated me

- The packs have benefited me through helping with my

mental health as in Jan this year my dad died

- Helps to occupy time

- Enjoying Very Much

- Doing exercise

- Yes (x2)

- I felt cared for + it made me happy to realise that quite

simple things can be beneficial

- Only had one pack but enjoyed it

- Too Busy

- Sodoku & Anagrams

- Not Sure

- Stuff to do

- Yes, especially when scared to go out

- More to do



How has receiving the
pack(s) benefited you?

Enjoyed reading them

Not really

Liked getting because can't go out 

Some thought given to her 

NotChat on doorstep

It gives me something to focus on

especially during the start of lockdown 

Slightly because it shows someone cares 

They have been therapeutic and fun 

Helps keep me occupied

Occupies me and distracts me so i have

something to do 



How has receiving the
pack(s) benefited you?

Takes your mind off your troubles and don't feel

so isolated

Something to do and mind active and focused

help me keep track

New glasses will help

With cooking

Helped with baking and cooking

Yes for sure

Unable to specify but wife has enjoyed reading

it

During lockdown it was hard to get motivated

and it always put a smile on my face to receive

them

Often pass colouring on to visiting people who

have similar issues Ideas for days out and

helped connect with family



What would you like to
receive in future packs?

Yes

- Colouring for therapy

- More of the same

- Sodoku & Anagrams

- More of the same. How to cope with the darker

days that come. Perhaps comments from people

who have tried some of the things described.

- Seeds/Garden Ideas

- A lot more!

- More of the same

- decoupage and something I could do with my 3

year old

- Anything



What would you like to
receive in future packs?

Yes please 

Gardening tips

More of the same 

More of the same please 

Extra colouring pages (perhaps two not one)

Sport related items

More practical things to do 

More tea

Recipes because they like doing them 

Same Food vouchers for food banks 

Nothing really

More of the same

Yes

Anything to do with food/cookery 

More easy tasty recipes 

Yes 

Anything i'm enjoying doing new things



Any further comments….

Thanks

The packs are great. 

I have really benefited from them. 

It makes me feel that someone's thinking of me.

I like the mix of activities 

Thank you for your support

See wellbeing feedback and transport

Likes the snoopy colouring and information about the

process of ‘change’

Enjoys the input from creative works

- Say thank you

- Big thanks to part of community

- Please keep them coming!

- Enjoys packs

- Thank You!

- Very beneficial



 
Well, what I do know already from a practitioner point of view is that the positivity

challenge was incredibly good for his well-being, and we have talked about
incorporating it into his routine on a regular basis. I know he uses the packs and enjoys

most of the activities in them – he thanks me most times we speak.
I’ll get more detailed feedback when I speak to him on Weds though.

BWs
Hannah

 
Hannah Gentry 

Mental Health Practitioner 
 

B&NES Care Home Liaison Team
 
 

Feedback from the service users that used this month’s packs was that the seeds were
great, as was the quiz.

 
From Sycamore Ward

 
 

Feedback from ‘my’ service user & his wife was positive – they do use the packs, and
said as the packs contain a good mix of ideas, some of them are more appealing to them

than others, but they like receiving them & use them together.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hi Lee, thanks for the well-being pack. I have planted the wildflower seeds in a flower
pot in the garden. The painted pebbles from SU meetings have come in useful as

decorations in my plant pots.
 

Thank you Lee I have got them – I think they will be really good for our OA patients on
RUH wards, and also patients that have spent a lot of time intubated in ITU and need to

do some muscle strengthening exercises and some mental stimulation.
 

Acute Liaison team
 



"Hi! I hope this reaches the right people because I
want to say a massive THANKS for the monthly

wellbeing packs. I really look forward to receiving it
especially with the more recent ‘glossy’

appearance. It’s like getting my own expensive
glossy magazine delivered to my door. I actually
welled up when I got my Christmas card made by

the local child , if possible please pass on how
happy it made me to the school .  My mental health

has deteriorated recently and the packs really help.
Thanks to everyone involved"


